Flooding from Torrential Rains Kills at Least 67 in Germany and Belgium
by Loveday Morris, Jennifer Hassan and Luisa Beck
July 15, 2021: Berlin (abridged) – Devastating floods swept across a swath of western Europe on Thursday, engulfing whole villages in raging muddy brown waters.  They overturned cars and killed at least 67 people, after a summer deluge at levels not seen in some areas for a century.
At least 58 people died in northwest Germany, with at least 28 people in the state of Rhineland-Palatinate, by far the worst-hit country.  Whole villages were cut off from rescuers and helicopters ferried were deployed to pluck stranded people off rooftops. Some houses were simply washed away as a tributary of the Rhine burst its banks.  As night fell, there were fears the death toll could still climb, with dozens still unaccounted for.
1,000s bedded down for the night in makeshift shelters at gyms or with relatives, after being evacuated from their homes over concern that, with more rainfall threatening, flooding could spread and dams could collapse.
At least 9 people were killed in Belgium, according to crisis management officials, prompting the Prime Minister to appeal for international aid.  Severe flooding also impacted the Netherlands, Luxembourg and Switzerland.  Warnings were issued in more than a dozen regions of France.
...
Some people drowned in the cellars of their houses, German Chancellor Angela Merkel  said, and firefighters died while trying to rescue those stranded.
The extraordinary deluge of rain — at levels not seen in the area in the summer for at least 100 years — triggered calls to speed up action against climate change and boost flood protection amid erratic weather events.  In the worst-hit parts of Germany, the rainfall in just 24 hours was double the normal long-term average for the entire month of July, according to the Deutscher Wetterdienst, Germany’s meteorological agency.
...
Videos showed city streets turned into swirling rivers and others engulfed by landslides.  Cars were scooped up and tossed aside in crumpled wrecks.  From the air, some villages appeared to have almost completely disappeared, only the tops of houses poking out from the floodwaters.
In neighboring North Rhine-Westfalia, the death toll had climbed to 30, according to the state’s interior ministry.  The army deployed tanks and trucks to the city of Hagen, where 3 of its bridges were destroyed, to clear roads of rubble and debris.
...
Emergency responders in the city of Solingen rescued about 130 people.  “We got people out with aerial ladders, boats, buoys.  It was all improvised,” a spokesman for the fire department told German news channel WDR.
...
The country’s biggest power distribution company, Westnetz, estimated Thursday that around 200,000 homes were without electricity as a result of the widespread flooding.
...
The deluge unfolded as a plume of deep moisture, sourced from the Mediterranean, surged into central Europe. A high-pressure zone over the eastern Atlantic, offshore France and the United Kingdom acted as a pump, steering the moisture plume through France into Belgium, the Netherlands and Germany.  That was flanked by an unusually intense zone of low pressure to the east over central Europe, which helped generate the downpours.  The low was sandwiched between another area of high pressure over Eastern Europe, creating a weather system traffic jam that has allowed heavy rain to persist.
Computer models showed moisture levels in the atmosphere were comparable to those seen along the U.S. Gulf Coast during hurricane landfalls.
The exceptional intensity of the rainfall is consistent with what scientists anticipate with rising temperatures caused by human-induced climate change.  Fred Hattermann, a hydrologist at the Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research, said such flooding incidents are happening “more often and more intensely” due to climate change.  A warmer atmosphere can hold more moisture, which then comes down as heavy rain, said Hattermann.
The duration and frequency of such floods is likely to increase, he said.  “What I fear most is that we will see things we never imagined.”  Higher temperatures also speed up evaporation, placing more water in the atmosphere for the kind of downpours that have occurred.  A recent study in the Journal of Climate anticipates “large magnitude increases” in extreme precipitation in much of Europe in the coming decades.
While some commentators said it was a taste of the “new normal,” climate activist Greta Thunberg said there would be worse to come.  “This is not ‘the new normal,’” she wrote on Twitter.  “We’re at the very beginning of a climate and ecological emergency, and extreme weather events will only become more and more frequent.”
Hannah Cloke, a professor of hydrology at the University of Reading in Britain, said warning signs abounded.  “Forecasters could see this heavy rain coming and issued alerts early in the week, and yet the warnings were not taken seriously enough and preparations were inadequate,” she said.  “For so many people to die in floods in Europe in 2021 represents a monumental failure of the system,” she added.  “These kind of high-energy, sudden summer torrents of rain are exactly what we expect in our rapidly heating climate.  The fact that other parts of the Northern Hemisphere are currently suffering record-breaking heat waves and fires should serve as a reminder of just how much more dangerous our weather could become in an ever-warmer world.”
Armin Laschet, the leader of the state of North Rhine-Westfalia who is vying to take over from Merkel in September elections, said more preparations for such extreme weather events are needed.  “We will be faced with such events over and over.  And that means we need to speed up climate protection measures, on European, federal and global levels, because climate change isn’t confined to one state,” he said.
Parts of the Netherlands were also flooded, with a red code warning issued for Limburg province.  Local media reported that many people were forced to evacuate and as many as 400 homes were without power.  Switzerland also issued travel and weather warnings this week, as heavy rainfall and thunderstorms brought flooding to the city of Zurich.
...
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